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Abstract

Giant magnetoimpedance (GMI) effect has been observed in glass-coated amorphous Co Mn Si B microwire. The magneto-83.2 7.6 5.8 3.3

impedance (MI) of this sample has been studied up to a frequency of 11 MHz and varying a dc magnetic field (H ) within 6140 Oe. Adc
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1. Introduction permeability changes resulting in a large change in the
magneto-inductive effect. At higher frequencies (|MHz),

The giant magnetoimpedance (GMI), discovered recent- the current flows through a thin sheath near the surface of
ly in amorphous magnetic materials, has generated grow- the sample because of skin effect [6]. The penetration
ing interest among researchers because of their promising depth of the current, d can be expressed as d 5

21 / 2technical applications [1–4]. When an ac current is applied [pcm f ] where f is the frequency, c is the electricalw

to such materials, their impedance Z 5 R 1 jvL changes conductivity and m , the circumferential permeability. At aw

sensitively with the change in biasing dc magnetic field, particular frequency, the application of a dc magnetic field
H . The field sensitivity of GMI (more than 100%/Oe) [5] changes m and hence the penetration depth, d, which indc w

is far better than that in similar phenomena such as giant turn changes the magnetoimpedance until the value of d

magnetoresistance where field sensitivity is usually less reaches the radius of the sample.
than 1%/Oe. Mainly Co or Co–Fe based wire–shaped The recently developed glass coated amorphous micro-
samples with vanishing magnetostriction, show giant mag- wires [7] are found to be very promising for several
neto–impedance [1–5]. applications because of their tiny dimensions, superior

The domain structure [4] of Co or Co–Fe based wires magnetic properties and protective glass coating. So far
consists of a single-domain core having a magnetization there are very few reports on the GMI of microwires [8].
direction close to the wire axis and a multi-domain In the present work, we have reported more than 50%
external shell with transversely oriented magnetization change in MI in a very low positive magnetostrictive
(radial and circular for positive and negative magnetostric- Co Mn Si B microwire due to a change of 140 Oe83.2 7.6 5.8 3.3

tive samples, respectively). At low frequencies (|kHz), the dc magnetic field along the length of microwire. The
current just generates a circumferential magnetic field. application of an external stress on the microwires changes
This time varying magnetic field changes the circular MI magnitude to a large extent which indicates the
component of magnetization. When an additional dc mag- possible application of microwires as stress sensor materi-
netic field is applied along the wire axis, the effective als.
magnetic field on the wire changes. As a result of it, the
circular component of magnetization and the circular 2. Experimental

Glass coated amorphous microwires of nominal com-*Corresponding author.
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maximum change of 53% in MI has been observed around a frequency of 4 MHz. The application of an external stress changes the MI
results to a large extent. The magnetization of the same sample has also been measured in the presence of different tensile stresses to
understand the domain structure and magnetoimpedance results.



Taylor–Ulitovsky method [7]. The diameter of the metallic the magnetic softness of the material as the coercivity (|50
part of the sample was about 16 mm and the thickness of mOe at s 50) and the anisotropy field (|3.8 Oe at s 50)
the insulating glass coating was almost 5 mm. A 12 cm decreases with the increase of stress. An estimation of the
long as-prepared sample was used for the experiment. A linear magnetostriction coefficient, l, can be made from
spectrum analyzer (HP, 3589 A) was used for impedance the change in anisotropy field from 3.8 to 2.7 Oe due to the
measurements that are connected to a computer data change in applied stress of 440 MPa. With m M |0.7 T,o s

–7acquisition system. The frequency of the ac current was the estimated value of l|1.0310 indicates that the
varied from 0.2 to 11 MHz and its magnitude was kept sample is a very lowly positive magnetostrictive in nature.
constant at 1 mA. A dc magnetic field parallel to the axis A careful observation of hysteresis loops reveals two kinds
of the sample was applied by a Helmholtz coil. To study of magnetization processes, a sudden large change in
the effect of stress on GMI, tensile stresses up to 566 MPa magnetization at very low field due to the magnetization
were applied along the axis of the sample. The percentage reversal in the axial inner core domain and a slow variation
change of magnetoimpedance with applied magnetic field of magnetization at higher field because of the mag-
has been expressed as netization change in the outer multi-domain shell.

The GMI results already described can be explained
Z(H )–Z(H )DZ considering the change in penetration depth, d, due to themax

] ]]]](%) 5 100 3F GZ change in circular permeability, m caused by the applica-Z (H ) wmax

tion of a magnetic field. The applied dc magnetic field
nearly compensates the axial magnetic anisotropy when itwhere H 5140 Oe, the maximum applied field. The dcmax

reaches the switching field of the sample. At this field, thehysteresis loop of the microwire was measured by the
quasi-free magnetization responds quickly to the externalinduction method [9] under different tensile stresses.
oscillating magnetic field and gives rise to a large circular
permeability. As the switching field of our low magneto-
strictive sample is very small, a few mOe, the maximum
value of GMI is observed at H |0. When the external dcdc

field is increased beyond the switching field, the circular3. Results and discussions
permeability m decreases owing to the unidirectionalw

magnetostatic anisotropy caused by H . Therefore, withThe variation of GMI, DZ /Z(%), with applied dc dc

the increase of a dc magnetic field the penetration depth, d,magnetic field, H is shown in Fig. 1 at (a) 4.6 and (b) 9.1dc

increases resulting in a decrease in MI.MHz frequency of 1 mA ac current and under the influence
At higher frequencies (above 6 MHz), GMI results showof different tensile stresses, s. The single peak behavior

two peak behavior. It has been shown earlier that the(Fig. 1a) of GMI against the magnetic field is observed at
switching and anisotropy field of amorphous wires andlower frequencies (up to |6 MHz). However, at higher
microwires increase with the increase in frequency. There-frequencies (above 6 MHz) two peak behavior is observed.
fore the peak value of m appears at a reasonably higherAt f59.1 MHz (Fig. 1b), the peak values of GMI appear at w

value of H , close to the switching field of the sample atH 565.37 Oe in absence of any stress and the dip dcdc

that frequency. This results in double peak behavior atobserved at H 50 gradually diminishes with the increasedc

higher frequencies as observed in Fig. 1b. The applicationof a tensile stress.
of axial tensile stress generates a uniaxial magnetic aniso-The frequency dependence of maximum value of DZ /
tropy along the wire axis, increases the magnetic softnessZ(%), indicated as [DZ /Z(%)] , is shown in Fig. 2 in themax

of the materials and reduces the switching field (Fig. 3).presence of different tensile stresses. At frequencies below
As a result of it, DH , the position at which the GMI peak1 MHz the change in DZ /Z(%) is small. Considering the p

3 appears, shifts towards the lower value of magnetic fieldaverage value of circular permeability |10 , the estimated
with the increase of stress (Fig. 1b) and even single peakskin depth is comparable with the radius of the microwire
behavior is reproduced at sufficiently high stress.when the frequency of the current is about 1 MHz. This

At frequency below 1 MHz (r , d ), [DZ /Z(%)] isqualitatively accounts for the observed GMI due to skin max

not very large as the contribution to MI arises mainly fromeffect above 1 MHz as shown in Fig. 2. At around 4 MHz,
the induced magneto-inductive voltage. When the fre-the field response of GMI is the maximum. The effect of
quency is higher than 1 MHz and r ¯ d, higher values ofapplied stress is also large in this frequency region. The
MI is obtained as a result of skin effect. Beyond f55value of [DZ /Z(%)] is reduced from 53 to 24% when amax

MHz, [DZ /Z(%)] decreases with the increase in fre-tensile stress of 566 MPa is applied. max

quency. In this frequency region, domain wall motion isFor better understanding of the GMI results, axial
strongly damped owing to eddy currents and contributeshysteresis loops of the same sample have been studied in
less to the circular permeability resulting in a small MIthe presence of different stresses and are plotted in Fig. 3.
effect (Fig. 2).It shows that the application of a tensile stress increases



Fig. 1. Variation of percentage change of MI, DZ /Z(%), with dc field in presence of different axial tensile stresses and for 1 mA ac current with frequency
of (a) 4.6 and (b) 9.1 MHz.

Fig. 2. Variation of maximum percentage change in MI (i.e. peak value of GMI), [DZ /Z(%)] with frequency under different tensile stresses.max



range of |1–8 MHz. Single peak GMI behavior against
the applied dc magnetic field is observed when the
frequency of the ac current is less than 6 MHz beyond
which double peak behavior is seen. The GMI of this
sample is very stress sensitive. The magnetization mea-
surement indicates two kinds of domain structures within
the sample, a single domain axial core and a multi-domain
outer shell with transverse magnetization.
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